
Just War, Strategy & Policy 

 

Although used by the Romans as a rationale for conquest, it was 

developed as an ethical means for Christians to live in a sinful 

world by various Christian writers, most notably St Augustine 

and St. Thomas Aquinas. Just war theory can be divided into 

just cause for fighting war, jus ad bellum, and just means used in 

fighting wars, jus in bello.  In the Summa Theologica Aquinas 

states that for a war to be just it must be declared and waged by 

proper authority -- the state; the cause for fighting itself must be 

just – to right a serious wrong, or protect valuable goods; and 

proper intention -- though the cause itself may be just, it must 

not be waged as  a pretext or the ruler’s desire for glory and 

power. “For the true follower of God even wars are peaceful if 

they are waged not out of greed or cruelty but for the sake of 

peace, to restrain evil doers and assist the good.” Addressing the 

question of sedition Aquinas considers what in just war theory is 

termed proportionality. Aquinas argues that revolt against a 

tyrant is justified provided that the harm to the body politic does 

not outweigh the evil nature of the tyrannical rule.  

 

Fully developed as a guide for the practice of statecraft jus ad 

bellum came to include the following: proper authority for 

waging war; to be just, war must be fought to right serious 

wrongs and/or defend against grave acts of injustice; force must 

be necessary  to redress the wrongs (last resort); there must be a 

reasonable chance of success; and the evil resulting from the use 

of force must not exceed the good that is intended in waging 

war.    

 

Jus in bello also places high demands on those who would resort 

to arms to right wrongs.  Belligerents must practice 

discrimination, i.e., military forces should attack military 

targets. Civilians must not be targeted. In attacking military 

forces or striking military targets, unintended casualties may 

occur. Collateral damage as such would not violate 

discrimination. No less important than discrimination is mercy. 



Defeated enemies must not be abused or slaughtered. Not to be 

overlooked is what has been referred to variously as due 

proportion or economy. Necessary but not excessive means 

must be used to accomplish clearly stated, achievable military 

and political objectives. For example in  War: Ends and Means   

the late Paul Seabury and Angelo Codevilla note that  the United 

States lost over three thousand fixed winged aircraft and more 

than four thousand helicopters in Southeast Asia in eleven years 

because of  want of a military strategy directed to fulfill a policy 

objective. Time and again aerial assaults would suffer minimal 

losses while accomplishing tactical missions to no avail due to 

the failure to properly deploy ground troops in a means that 

could have led to  victory, allege the authors. The authors point 

to the fact that the United States did not attempt to target the 

North Vietnam leadership, which they imply is the apotheosis of 

discrimination and economy.   

 

    Proportionality is thus a principle of just war theory that has 

application to both jus ad bellum and jus in bello. What’s more, 

it suggests that the key to understanding and applying both jus 

ad bellum and jus in bello is prudence. For as Aristotle suggests 

in the Nicomachean Ethics prudence is primarily about moral 

reasoning.  In the Politics, Aristotle teaches that prudence is the 

virtue of the statesman. As such politics is but a continuation of 

ethics. Anticipating the just war theory Aristotle claims that war 

is part of politics and is fought to achieve peace.  Carl von 

Clausewitz concurs when he writes that war is a continuation of 

policy by other violent means.  Strategy, he argues further “is 

the use of engagements to achieve the purpose of war.” Tactics, 

Clausewitz writes, “is the use of troops to achieve the purpose of 

battles.” Contrary to modern critics who hold that just war 

theory is impracticable or impossible, there appears to be 

nothing better suited to achieve the moral ends of statecraft in 

war, provided  moral reasoning is applied to principles.  

 

It is through moral reasoning that one shapes policy and strategy 

to achieve ethical ends of statecraft in the practice of war. This 



is especially pertinent in facing a fanatical and/or power driven 

enemy who believes that any and every means are legitimate to 

achieve their objective.  It is the challenge before western 

practitioners of statecraft to fashion a policy and that is both 

moral and purposeful to win victory. It is incumbent to practice 

discrimination, economy, and mercy by targeting regimes and 

leaders that practice and support terrorism as both a tactic and a 

strategy.   

 

 

      


